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Colby’s Marchese Blue Light Pub has switched locations over the years but remained a
staple of College social life. 				
Peter Brown | The Colby Echo

The legend of the Blue Light: Evolution of Colby’s Pub
By Merrill Read
Opinions Editor

Colby’s Marchese Blue
Light Pub, located above the
Joseph Family Spa in Pulver
Pavilion, has become a consistent tradition amongst students over the years.
The pub, which opened
at Colby in 1998, will celebrate its twentieth birthday
this February. Sheryl Jason, a
bartender who has worked at
the pub throughout these 20
years, described the bar when
it first began in a recent interview with the Echo.
“It was in what is now the
Student Government office.
We had fishbowl booths and
the working fireplace.” She
continued to describe how
some student tabs would “be
open the entire year and they
would finally close the tab
when they graduated.”
Before the official Blue
Light Pub was created in the
Student Government Association (SGA) office, and even
prior to the construction of the
current student union, there
was a pub run independently
of Colby in the basement of
Roberts. The pub was owned
by John, Joe, and Pete Joseph,

who ran the Robert’s Spa for
35 years beginning in 1946
(when the campus moved to
Mayflower Hill). In 1985, Cotter Union, as it is now known,
was constructed, and the pub
moved into the SGA office.
For the past 10 years, the
pub has been located at the top
of the stairs in Cotter Union,
above the Spa. It is now owned
by Colby and run by Bon Appetit, and is the only place on
campus with alcoholic beverages, including hard alcohol,
available for purchase.
The Pub is a place for
students to do homework,
watch televised sports matches, play parlor games, or
simply socialize with other
students, faculty, and alumni,
all the while drinking a beer.
Jason proudly revealed, “I
remember a lot of names, but
I remember even more faces.
When alumnae come back
they say, ‘you’re the only ones
who remember us.’”
Even more impressive is
the bartenders’ dedication to
keeping the pub successful.
Jason explained, “The pub
never closes. We stay open
even during snow storms.”
Jon Joseph, a bartender
at the pub since 2000 and
nephew of Jon Joseph (one

of the three brothers), also
expressed his dedication to
the pub: “I just really enjoy
bartending and have done
it for years. I’m always impressed that when there is a
blizzard, there will be more
people enjoying the pub
then than if it were a regular
couple of nights.”
For many past and current students, the pub represents a unique gathering
space. Max Guerra `19, a
frequent pub visitor, revealed, “I love the pub because it’s 21-year-olds and is
a whole different scene than
the rest of the three years of
your college career. It creates
a great sense of community
for the upperclassmen.”
This upperclassmen community is felt especially on
Pub Night, which is held
every Wednesday evening.
Pub Night includes free
gear from companies like
Shipyard and Budweiser,
buttered popcorn, pool, air
hockey, cards, broadcasted
games, tables full of conversation, drinks, and, of course,
the book of Colby recipes.
The Colby drink book holds
both well-known drinks as
well as Colby specific concoctions. These drinks were at

one point in a rolodex, gathering hand written drinks on
flipping note cards from students over the years, but were

“Last year
was a great
year, we were
doing $2,000
nights... Now
we’re packing up and
are gone a
quarter past
12 and are
making $700
on our busiest
nights.”
Sheryl Jason
Pub Bartender
recently updated into a book
by 2015 graduates.
Every Wednesday night,
of age students flock to the
pub to enjoy Pub Night. Or,
at least, they used to.

Although Jason explained that numbers of
attendees fluctuate every
year, this year feels especially lacking in attendance. “Last year was a
great year, we were doing
$2,000 nights, we used to
have to kick people out
at closing [1 a.m.]. Now
we’re packing up and are
gone a quarter past 12 and
are making $700 on our
busiest nights.”
Ellis Grubman `19 vividly
remembered the upperclassmen on the alpine ski team
enjoying the race to get free
beer mugs, “My freshman
and sophomore year, the
boys would have to be there
early if they wanted to get a
glass, around 9 [p.m.] at least.
Now you could get your last
drink at midnight and still
get a glass.”
With only three bartenders, who are making much
less money than normal, the
consequences are clear. Jason has picked up a day job
to bring in extra income, and
they’re closing earlier than
normal. If the pub continues
to do poorly, it may become
difficult to find bartenders
to work, as they’re currently
making so little money in tips.

Joseph and Jason have a
few hypotheses for the decline
in traffic at the pub: “I’ve asked
everyone, is it the shuttle,
having the downtown dorm?
No one has a straight answer.
Sometimes weather can affect
us, but we’re not sure what it is
this year,” Jason said.
Joseph emphasized a
seeming lack of participation
in specials and events, continuing, “Everyone seems not
to know that we have a great
special with prizes and glass
giveaway on Wednesdays.”
Regardless of the answer,
the 2019 Class Council has
made it a semester goal to
bring in more students to
the pub and increase Pub
Night foot traffic. By increasing awareness of giveaways and specials, more
events, theme nights, and
designing limited edition
T-shirts, the presidents,
senators, and council
members aim to encourage
more attendance.
Through the pub’s
many changes, the pub
holds a special place in
the hearts of many alumnae and students, and in
upcoming months will
rely on the attendance of
current students.

Colby relaunches iBike program
By Louisa Goldman
News Editor

Perched just beyond
the back doors of Cotter Union sit six pristinely white bicycles,
all sporting crisp insignias indicative of their
sponsoring institution:
Colby. Indeed, after a
one-year hiatus, the
Office of Sustainability,
along with senior members of EcoReps, relaunched the College’s
“iBike” program, which
offers free bike rental
services to students on
campus.
“We had an iBike
program for a while,”
said Jackie Hang `19,
one of five student
EcoReps who worked
on the relaunch, in a
recent interview with
the Echo. According to
the program’s website,
iBike was established
in 2008. The aforementioned ‘re-launch’ oc-

curred this past Wed.
Oct. 17.
“The summer [before
the] 2017-2018 school
year, they [the bikes]
were used by summer
programs and they
were misplaced, and
when we came back all
the bikes were gone or
destroyed. So last year
we had no iBikes.”
This was nothing
new, Hang explained,
as the previous system
allowed students to
take advantage of the
equipment.
“The reason we were
losing bikes in the
first place was that it
was hard to keep people accountable [for
their actions with the
bikes] since they were
just checking them out
from the info desk, and
leaving,” Hang said. “I
think the biggest problems [with the program was that people
assumed] ‘Oh it’s [the
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bike] not mine so I can
treat it however I want.’
A lot of them would
come back with things
broken and what not.”
The
new
bikes,
which were purchased
just this year and are
locked to posts with
WiFi capabilities, can
be checked out via the
Movatic app (available
on all smartphone app
store platforms). Mules
will need to use their
Colby email accounts
in order to access Movatic, which can unlock bikes from their
holsters when the app
is accessed near the
racks behind Cotter. In
this way, students will
be made accountable
for all damage sustained by the bicycle.
“With this new app,
you just have to download it, all of the instructions are there
[by the bike rack]. You
go, you check it out,
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Peter Brown | The Colby Echo
Located just outside of Cotter Union, Colby’s new iBikes are available to rent through the easy-to-use
Movatic app.

you use it, you bring
it back, you lock it,”
Hang said. “Names are
attached in a way that
it’s not just a piece of
paper.” According to
the program’s website, students are allowed to use the bike
for up to six hours,
after which they will
receive notifications
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from the app that may
result in their banning
from the program.
The Office of Sustainability played a key
role in the relaunch of
iBike.
“I’ve been on campus
since last September,”
Sandy Beauregard `06,
Colby Director of Sustainability, said in a
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recent interview with
the Echo. “This program really solves that
problem [of accountability posed by the
old model] by having
that process streamlined through the app,
making the bike the responsibility of whoever
checked it out.” [Story
continued on pg. 2]
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According to Beauregard, this process
has been in the works
since spring of 2018,
but has only recently
come to fruition. “It
actually came about
through the EcoRep
team last year, there
were four other students [besides Hang,
who was abroad] on
the team in the spring
semester who were re-

ally pushing to bring
back the iBike program, and so I worked
with them,” Beauregard said. “They did
an analysis of the pros
and cons of the other
program, looked at different third party bike
share providers, and
made a presentation
at the environmental
advisory group, which
does all the strategic
planning for sustainability on campus.
They successfully got

funding to actually do
the pilot program.”
As of Monday, Oct.
22, after only five
days of service, 84 users have signed up for
iBike, and there have
been a total of 107
bike rentals.
“ There has been
a really positive response,” Beauregard
said. “[this seems to
be successful] from
[both] a sustainability perspective and
[in] providing trans-
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portation options for
the entire student
bodies, not just those
with cars.”
By relying on bikes
instead of motor vehicles to travel short
distances, Beauregard
hopes students will
help contribute to the
maintenance of Colby’s neutral carbon
footprint. The aesthetically pleasing nature of the sleek new
bikes seems to encourage such a prac-

tice, she said, as does
the lax-nature of its
style.
“They [the bikes]
have gotten a lot of
attention; They really
match Colby perfectly
with the blue and grey
being Colby colors,”
Beauregard said. “The
style of bike I think is
more accessible too,
it’s not a mountain
bike with 24 gears that
you can’t figure out
how to ride.”
In terms of the pro-

gram’s future, both
Hang and Beauregard are optimistic,
yet mindful that it all
depends on how students treat the bikes.
“We are hoping
to expand to have
bikes downtown, so
that people can ride
and store them there
without having to
bring them back,”
Hang said. She ultimately urged Mules
to “treat the bikes
with respect!”

Two months in: reflections on living downtown with the new dorm
By Lutie Brown
Staff Writer

Colby
students
have now been living
in the Bill and Joan
Alfond Main Street
Commons for over a
month. In an effort to
gain a better understanding of their experience, the Echo sat
down with students to
reflect on their time
thus far.
Downtown resident
Zack Mishoulam `19
said that for him, living in the Main Street
Commons has been
a great change of
pace.“It was a beautiful opportunity to get
some breathing room
from being at Colby
all the time. When I
get home, I feel like
I’m really at home because of the separation from campus and
the school.”
While Mishoulam
described the transition from traditional
to off-campus housing as a smooth one,
Mattie Wyndham `19
has had a different experience all together
since returning to the
downtown dorms after
spending last spring
semester abroad.
“It’s been a bit rougher
than I thought it would
be. The biggest obstacle
has been balancing what
I have always known
Colby to be, which is so
campus-oriented, with
the fact that I mostly
don’t come to campus
at night now,” Wyndham said in a recent interview with the Echo.
“I’m in a sticky situation
where I love Colby so
much–I love this campus, I love going to the
dining halls, I love the
random Spa nights to
get apple cider–it’s just
been supplemented now
with random grilled
cheese nights in my
apartment with friends.”
Wyndham is working with other student
residents to create a
queer-friendly holistic sexual education
program in Waterville as her civic engagement project. At
first, however, Wyndham was skeptical of
the mandate.
“In my critiques of
our civic engagement
work, I was ver y clear
that it is a necessar y
component but that

students can go into
these volunteer and
ser vice
opportunities without critically
thinking about what
it means to come
from this ver y elite
school with so much

“I think
we’ve been
well received, and
from what
I’ve heard,
everyone
seems to
be doing a
great job
so far.”
Mattie Wyndham `19
Downtown Resident
privilege,” she said.
Despite this, “I think
we’ve been well received, and from what
I’ve heard, ever yone
seems to be doing
a great job so far,”
Wyndham said.
Mishoulam is similarly fulfilling his
civil discourse requirement by working
in the Water ville office of Congresswoman Chellie Pingree
of Maine’s first District. “In that office,
I help my boss advocate on behalf of different constituents.”
The vast majority of
these constituents in
need, Mishoulam explained, are veterans
who are having problems recieveing benefits, paying medical
bills, and completing
other such tasks.
In addition, Mishoulam regularly attends
City Council meetings,
where he has noted a
rising sense of tension
related to parking. “A
lot of residents feel
like parking downtown is filled with
Colby stickers and
out-of-state plates, but
I think students are
getting better about
parking and being a
little more respectful,
so I think the tension
is starting to subside a
bit,” he said.
Julian Payne, a politically active Waterville resident, echoed
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Mishoulam’s concerns
about parking. “I’ve
heard of parking issues, but it seems to
be much ado about
nothing. I’ve been
downtown, and on
all my occasions, I
have found parking
instantly,” Payne said
in a recent inter view
with the Echo. However, Payne doesn’t
live downtown and “I
only really go downtown for a haircut
or to see a financial
advisor or for a city
council meeting, so I
wouldn’t really notice
all the things downtown residents would
note as concerns.”
Payne’s original concerns after hearing
about Colby’s initial
plans to build a dorm
downtown related to
the logistics of transportation; he now,
however, worries about
the repercussions Colby’s downtown dorm
may have on Waterville landlords. “I’d estimate that if 150 students or so had rented
at $7,000 a year, that’s
a million dollars a year
lost to members of the
community, versus the
$100,000 a year Waterville residents are collectively paying in taxes for the Colby dorm.”
Contrar y to Payne’s
beliefs, Colby students indeed are allowed to live off campus outside of the
downtown
dorms,
however such a policy will likely only last
for another year.
In Payne’s interview, he spoke extensively about the fact
that Colby students
have the same voting
rights as Water ville
residents. He emphasized the weighty responsability students
have in their ability
to contribute to the
political process of
the town, as their actions will affect the
whole of the taxpaying community.
“I’d encourage students to interview
candidates and see the
concerns of residents,
before making a decision based on the party listed on the ballot,”
Payne said. “There’s a
very different stake in
the game for someone
living in a home, paying a mortgage. Do the

Time:
10:00 p.m.
8:27 a.m.
11:05 a.m.
11:42 p.m.
11:43 p.m.
11:43 p.m.
9:20 p.m.
1:01 a.m.

Courtesy of Colby College
The Bill and Joan Main Street Commons first opened its doors to students early this past September.

research and realize
that the decisions you
make for residents are
quite different, because
taxes will not be a concern for you.”
Payne recalled a
time when students
would rent apartments
and rooms directly
more frequently from
Waterville residents;
some even lived with
families. “You can get
out and do a lot of
things in the community, but at the end of
the day, you go back
to your fellow students
who are in your age
group, which is very
different from if you’re
actually out in the nitty-gritty of the community,” Payne said.
Despite these concerns, Payne acknowledged the good that
this move ultimately
will usher in. “With
any changes as big as
this with this much
money and land, problems have to be expected. There are going to be bumps along
the road until you get
to a certain point. People don’t like change–
we’re creatures of hab-

Location:
Dana Hall
Eustis Parking Lot
Marylow Coburn
Woodman Hall
Woodman Hall
Woodman Hall
Athletic Center
Alfond Apartments

it,” he said.
Nevertheless, Payne
also described the
self-serving qualities
this project allows the
College to reap. “To a
point, they’ve helped
us a lot; the economy is
rebounding all across
America though, so
I think if the College
tries to portray itself as
a savior, it can have a
negative implication,”
Payne said. “The average working resident
has not seen the trickle-down benefits of
President Green’s plan.
The hotel isn’t even
built yet, so it’s going
to take a lot of time to
see the full picture.”
All in all, Payne
commends students
for being “good ambassadors”
of
the
College, and hopes
that students continue to become more
engaged with locals
downtown.
Mishoulam said that
living downtown has,
in fact, allowed him
to learn more about
Waterville, and has
led him to go to stores
and restaurants that
he normally wouldn’t

have frequented. He
recommended visiting
the Farmer’s Market on
Thursdays, while Wyndham
recommended
spending time by the
Two Cent Bridge.
Mishoulam’s closing words offer hopes
for the continued development of a college-city relationship:
“I think the downtown dorm comes
with its sets of challenges, but over time,
I think Colby will
be able to overcome
them and people will
become more accustomed to it.”
Wyndham offered
insight to anyone
considering
living
downtown next year :
“Know that it is going to change how
you interact with the
College and with the
people around you,
but that doesn’t have
to be a bad thing. You
just have to learn what
defines Colby for
you,” she said. “ That’s
the really great thing
about being downtown; I’ve been able
to consciously think
about that.
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Susan Collins faces criticism after voting

to confirm Supreme Court Justice Kavanaugh
By Ethan Schuler

Features and Local Editor
On Oct. 2, in the midst of
sexual assault accusations
against then-Supreme Court
nominee Brett Kavanaugh,
801 faculty and staff members of Maine universities
sent a letter to local senator
Susan Collins, urging her
to vote against Kavanaugh’s
nomination. Three days later, Collins, a moderate Republican widely seen as one
of the Senate’s main swing
votes, announced she would
support Kavanaugh.
In
an
impassioned
40-minute speech on the

Senate floor, Collins discussed her belief that Kavanaugh’s legal views would
lead him to uphold Roe v.
Wade, and that she did not
consider there to be enough
evidence to suggest Kavanaugh committed sexual
assault. One day later, Kavanaugh was confirmed by the
Senate with a vote of 50-48.
Collins’ position as a
swing vote during the confirmation process was particularly controversial here
in Maine, and her vote in
favor of Kavanaugh was
considered a betrayal by
many on college campuses
who had previously supported her socially liberal

political views.
In the days before the
nomination, one retired
professor at the University
of Southern Maine offered
a “pop-up course” offering
academic credit to students interested in travelling to Washington D.C.
to urge Collins to vote
against Kavanaugh. University of Southern Maine
President Glenn Cummings quickly made clear
the course was not validated by the university,
telling the Portland Press
Herald the professor acted
in a “very rogue manner.”
After Collins voted in
favor of Kavanaugh, many

Courtesy of Colby College
Senator Susan Collins stands with Colby President David Greene in a visit to the College last year.

colleges, including Colby,
offered walkouts or moments of silence to signal
their support to survivors.
Some colleges have also
faced pressure since Kavanaugh’s
confirmation
to rescind honorary degrees given to Collins in
the past. Arguably the
strongest pressure has
come from Collins’ own
alma mater, St. Lawrence
University in upstate New
York. Over 1,800 alumni
of the college, as well as
dozens of current faculty
members, have sent separate letters requesting
that the college take away
Collins’ degree. The letter from faculty members
argued that the senator’s
support of Kavanaugh was
helping “normalize sexual
assault” and that rescinding Collins’ degree would
not be about politics, but
rather an attempt to “dismantle rape culture.”
Collins has also seen
high amounts of funding
both for and against her
since she voted to confirm Kavanaugh. During
her speech on the Senate
floor, Collins spoke out
against what she viewed
as unprecedented amounts
of dark money involved in
the confirmation process,
and was extremely critical
of a large crowdfunding
campaign to unseat her.
The crowdfunding campaign had already raised
over $1 million (to be
given to her 2020 election
opponent if she supported
Kavanaugh) before she
made her decision.

After voting in favor of
the Supreme Court nominee, Collins told CBS’s 60
Minutes that she considered the campaign “a classic quid pro quo” and a violation of bribery laws. By

During her
speech on the
Senate floor,
Collins spoke
out against what
she viewed as
unprecedented
amounts of dark
money involved
in the confirmation process, and
was extremely
critical of a large
crowdfunding campaign
to unseat her.
two days after the confirmation, however, the campaign had already raised

over $3.5 million.
It is important to note
that there has also been
a great deal of funding in
support of Collins since
the confirmation. For example, the Judicial Crisis
Network, a dark money
advocacy group not required to disclose their
donors, funded an ad
thanking Collins for supporting Kavanaugh. The ad
called Collins a “reasonable voice in Washington”
and claimed “in the midst
of chaos one leader stood
out.” This organization
alone had already spent
$5.3 million on advertising
in support of Kavanaugh’s
organization, and $1.5 million just to defend Kavanaugh in the wake of sexual
assault allegations.
Susan Rice, who ser ved
as National Security Advisor for President Obama,
has already discussed
the possibility of running against Collins in
2020. The amount of dark
money and funding that
goes into this campaign
seems likely to only grow
on both sides with two
years to go until the election. In a state of only 1.3
million people, this will
bring much more national
attention to a statewide
campaign than Maine
usually receives. Additionally, while there will
be many groups supporting her, it seems from recent reactions that many
in academia in Maine, including at Colby, will not
be on her side this upcoming election cycle.

The world outside of Colby
By Heather Jahrling
Local News Reporter

A common association
with Colby is its isolation
in central Maine. However,
Colby’s small size and distance
from major cities does not
mean there are not plenty of
great places to visit.
In an interview with the
Echo, first-year Morgan
Honor expressed her interest in “more affordable places to go get food.”
Allison Douma ’20 commented on how important
getting off campus occasionally is, stating, “Colby
is so small, and sometimes
it can feel overwhelming, so
it’s really nice to get off campus and take a breath for a
bit. I don’t go out to eat that
often because of money, but
it’s a nice treat now and then
and gives you a break from
dining hall food.”
Senior Jane Franks agreed,
commenting, “I think it’s really important to remind
yourself that there is a world
outside of Colby.”
However, this outside
world can sometimes seen
hard to conquer. Many
first years, like Mannon
Frykholm, told the Echo,
“I don’t personally have a
car, so it can be tricky to
find transportation.”
However, Douma stated,

“Even if you aren’t going to
the downtown dorm you
can take the shuttle to go do
something else” which is a
solution to not having a car.
She also told the Echo, “The
shuttle and the downtown
dorm definitely encourage me to spend more time
downtown. I also have class
in the downtown dorms, so I
am down there every week.”
The Echo sat down with
some Colby students to find
out what advice they would
give to others regarding the
best restaurants and activities in the surrounding area.
Amongst many Colby
students, the most popular
eateries include The Proper
Pig, Saleh’s Tea Cafe, Portland Pie, and The Last Unicorn, all conveniently located in Waterville.
In addition to the eateries above, Ethan Beatty ’22
shared that he enjoys going to Holy Cannoli, a local
pastry shop.
Franks also recommended
Jorgensen’s as another cozy
cafe to do work in and get a
warm beverage.
For groceries, Frykholm
recommended Uncle Dean’s
Natural Market, considered
“Central Maine’s premier
natural market.”
Douma, meanwhile, suggested Grand Central, a local pizza shop, and Jewel of

India. The range of food options is extensive.
Besides restaurants, Elizabeth Airan ’21 expressed
her interest in visiting Flagship Cinemas and partaking
in the Colby Outing Club
events, telling the Echo “I
think getting involved in the
Outing Club is a great way
to find out activities in the
area since I’m from Chicago
and not familiar with all that
Maine has to offer.”
Theo Bissell ’21 told the
Echo that one of his fondest
Colby memories was hiking
Katahdin last Spring with
the COC as well.
Douma reiterated this encouragement to explore the
outdoors, stating “if you
want to get into hiking or
explore a bit, French Mountain is close by and it’s super
quick and fun.”
Adding to this recommendation, Airan commented, “taking the chairlift up the Camden Bowl in
Camden, Maine is fantastic
this time of year since its
peak foliage season.”
Despite the small size
of the Colby campus,
there are actually a multitude of places for Colby
students to explore in the
area, and students from
across the grades have a
depth of advice to share
on potential ideas.

Courtesy of Michael Kramer
The Outing Club leads trips to many Maine desitinations, including Mount Katahdin.
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Colby first-years reflect on their first fall break
Other students look to visit friends at their respective
Contributing Writer
colleges, or plan their own
outdoorsy trip such as hikFall break for Colby stu- ing or surfing.
dents is spent in countless
First-year
Trevaughn
different ways. For first- Wright ’22 had a very eventyears, it is
ful fall break
often
the
back home
first
time
in Massachuthey
are
setts, visitable to head
ing friends
home since
at neighborFall Break on
coming
to
ing schools
Colby, while
and enjoying
others
opt
home cooked
campus
is
a
to stay on
meals.
campus
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“I
really
home
may
missed sleepgreat time to
be too far.
ing in my own
For those
bed and was
catch up on
who
stay
excited to eat
on campus,
my favorite
there are varmeal cooked
any lingerious activiby my mom
ties, such as
and grandapple picking
ma which is
ing
work
or
to
in Fairfield
pancakes and
and
parlobster bisenjoy much
ticipating in
cuits,”
said
club events.
Wright.
Fall break
Wright also
needed relaxon
campus
spent
time
can also be a
in the salon
great time to
so he could
ation time after
catch up on
look his best
any lingering
before headwork or enjoy
ing back to
a demanding
much needed
Colby.
relaxation afReferencmidterms week. ing his trips
ter a demanding midterms
to other colweek.
leges, Wright
T h o s e
described his
who stay on
break as “a
campus may choose to par- great time to catch up with
ticipate in off-campus trips my friends after not seeplanned by the Outing Club. ing them for this long.” AlTrips this year included a though Wright went home
hike at New Hampshire’s for the break, he was among
Great Gulf, Mahoosuc Range those students who did
backpacking, a trip to Big- much more than simply reelow, and even a paddling lax for the four day break.
adventure in the Bigelows.
Similarly, first-year Paula

By Minori Cohan

Rodriguez ’22 utilized her
fall break to enjoy time at
home in New York, describing it as “a nice time to go
home and see my family and
best friends.”
Rodriguez took time out
of her break to surprise several
friends
who
attend
Fordham University.
R o d r i guez says her
break
consisted of “going out to eat
and
overall
just
relaxing and seeing friends.”
R o d r i g u e z ’s
break seems
to be the ideal break for
many, dedicated to relaxing, as she
was able to
spend
time
with her closest
friends
and
family
after her first
month at Colby.
First-year
Brooklyn
Clark,
who
calls Colorado
home,
was
unable to go
home but nevertheless had
an
exciting
weekend with
her mom, who
came to visit. After watching
a successful crew race at the
Snake Regatta in Worcester,
Massachusetts, the two were
off to Salem to sightsee.
Clark said, “I stayed in
Marblehead at this really

pretty inn... From Marblehead my mom and I went to
Salem, which is near Marblehead, to see The House
of the Seven Gables.” From
there, Clark went on to visit
several other popular tourist
sites in the area.
C l a r k
also
passed
through Kennebunkport in
Maine, stopping at several
local stores.
T h o u g h
Clark,
like
many
other
first-years,
was not able
to go home,
she and her
mother were
able to take
advantage of
sightseeing
and shopping
at some of
New England’s
most popular
spots.
Fall break
is
a
time
where Colby
students often
spend
time
with
loved
ones
and experience
new
adventures—
or
simply
stay on campus to finish
remaining
class
work
and laundr y.
Whether you spent it at
home catching up on sleep
or out enjoying new places,
this year’s break was well
deserved and the perfect
way to recharge before the
second half of the semester.

Though
Clark, like
many other
first-years,
was not able
to go home,
she and her
mother were
able to take
advantage of
sightseeing
and shopping at some
of New England’s most
popular spots.

Courtesy of Ethan Schuler
Fall Break is often used as a way for Colby students to see the peak of the leaves
in Maine.

From the
Archives: The
Echo looks
back on past
Halloween
plans on campus
Almost 29 years ago on
Oct. 26, 1989, the Echo
published a brief description of upcoming Halloween events for the campus
to see.
Read this article by
former staff writer Mark
Radcliffe for a glimpse

at Halloween on campus
three decades ago— including events at Foss, a
fire-side chat, and scar y
movies for those who
were not too afraid— and
a comparison to our current Halloween plans on
Mayflower Hill.

What’s happening on campus? Upcoming events
This week: Oct. 25-Nov. 1
Thursday, Oct. 25
Noontime Art Talk: Seeing Otherwise
Museum of Art, 12 p.m.
“Gender Differences in Executive Departure”
Professor Rachel Landsman, Bucknell University
Diamond 341, 4:00 p.m.
Artful Halloween
Museum of Art, 5:30 p.m.
Work in Progress: English Faculty Discussion
Miller 220, 4:00 p.m.
Set in the Living Room of a Small Town American Play
by Jaclyn Backhaus, directed by Toby Vera Bercovici
Strider Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Runs from Oct. 25-27
***Information from department calendars and ColbyNow***

Friday, Oct. 26
Noontime Art Talk: Goya/Spero: A Conversation
Museum of Art, 12 p.m.
Fall Shabbaton: Dinner and musical Shabbat service
Dinner begins in Foss at 5:45 p.m.
Events continue on Saturday, Oct. 27

Saturday, Oct. 27
Masterworks: Colby Symphony Orchestra
Directed by Jinwook Park
Lorimer Chapel, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 30
The Dance Exchange: Animated Keynote
Strider Theater, 4:30 p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 1
Social Hour with Carly Glovinski and Tammy Rabideau
Museum of Art, 5:30 p.m.
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Kifah Abdulla opens exhibit in Water v i l l e
By Zachary Bergman
A&E Editor

Kifah Abdulla, an Iraqi artist and poet who was a prisoner of war for eight years,
opened an art show at Beth
Israel Congregation in Waterville on Thursday, Oct. 11.
The event was well attended
by both Colby students and
Waterville residents, and featured a talk by Abdulla along
with free Iraqi food.
Abdulla was born in Baghdad in 1956. He studied
biological sciences in school
and wanted to be a biology
researcher, but also took an
interest in art and poetry at
a young age. After Abdulla
completed his education, he
became an activist for peace
and human rights, protesting
against what he described as
a “dictatorial regime” under
the rule of the Arab Socialist
Ba’ath Party. But war broke
out when Iraq invaded Iran
in Sept. 1980 in an attempt to
become the dominant state in
the Persian Gulf, and Abdulla
was drafted into compulsory
military service.
Abdulla was captured by
Iranian soldiers in 1982 and
was held as a prisoner of war
for the next eight years.
“To be a prisoner of war
is completely different than
to be just a prisoner,” Abdulla said. “There was torture, there was a brainwash,
so there were big challenges:

how to survive, how to keep
your mind in. So I always say
about that...they captured my
body, but not my mind.”

“There was
torture, there
was a brainwash, so there
were big challenges: how to
survive, how
to keep your
mind in. So
I always say
about that...
they captured
my body, but
not my mind.”
Kifah Abdulla

Abdulla was held in a prison with no windows and very
rarely had the opportunity to

see the world outside. When
explaining how he dealt with
this, Abdulla said, “I can see
everything with my eyes, just
I can imagine my time before
I go to prison.”
After eight years, three
months and 14 days, Abdulla
was released and returned
to Iraq as part of a prisoner
exchange deal facilitated by
the Red Cross in 1990. He
returned home to his family
and to his work as an activist,
advocating for peace, human
rights and women’s rights.
“When I was sent back to
my country I faced again the
same difficulties with the regime [of Saddam Hussein],”
Abdulla explained. “But that
time it was like double difficulties with the regime...
but also that as an activist
against the dictatorship. So I
faced a very difficult time because my life was an activist,
and they tried to kill me and
put me in the prison again...
We didn’t have rights to have
a voice, you know, and the
right of speech.”
Abdulla said that he was
brought into “the horrible
place of intelligence department” and “forced at
that time to sign a blank
paper...So when I signed...
they said to me, ‘You sign
for your execution.’”
In 1997, Abdulla fled Iraq
and lived as a refugee in
Jordan for nearly a decade,
and then again as a refugee

in Holland before finally
moving to Portland, Maine
in 2011, which he calls his
“new hometown.”
“Portland, Maine was my
real home for the first time
after that lonely trip,” Abdulla said. “I have the right, or a
kind I thought, I did, the real
freedom, because all that my
time as a prisoner of war, as
an activist and as a refugee, I
had no voice. It was difficult
for me. But here was like a
real beginning for me.”
Abdulla was an artist and
poet from a young age. “I
started painting when I was
in Iraq, Baghdad at that
time, during that when I was
a civilian, like when I was a
student, and also that in the
prison, it was difficult but I
managed sometimes to paint,
but when I sent back, I started again,” he said.
Abdulla said that the exhibit at Beth Israel Congregation, titled “Freeing the Captive,” is an unfinished series
based on both his experiences as a prisoner of war and
images from the Holocaust.
His work is being displayed
at Beth Israel Congregation
as a part of the Maine College
of Art’s (MECA) “Making
Migration Visible” project,
which began in September
and will have held more than
70 events by its conclusion,
according to MECA’s website.
Colby’s Francis F. Bartlett
and Ruth K. Bartlett Profes-

sor of Anthropology Catherine Besteman also helped
facilitate the connection between Abdulla and Beth Is-

“Portland,
Maine was
my real home
for the first
time after that
lonely trip....as
a prisoner of
war and as a
refugee, I had
no voice....here
was like a real
beginning for
me. ”
Kifah Abdulla

rael Congregation, according
to Rabbi Rachel Isaacs.
Abdulla currently lives in

Portland along with his two
sons. He published his first
book of poetry, Dead Still
Dream, in 2016, and is currently working on a second
book of poetry and looking
for a publisher for his recently finished memoir Mountains Without Peaks.
Abdulla teaches Arabic
calligraphy at MECA, Arabic language at Southern
Maine Community College,
and both Arabic calligraphy
and language at The Language Exchange, a private
language school based in
Portland. He is a member of
Portland’s Public Art Committee, which “is responsible
for administering the Public
Art Program to preserve, restore, and enhance the cityowned public art collection,”
according to the City of
Portland’s website.
Abdulla is also the
founder of the International Arabic Language
Festival in Maine and the
co-founder of the Arabic
Language
Conversation
Group in Portland. His Arabic lessons for students of
all skill levels and his podcasts intended for intermediate learners are available
at www.arabiclanguage.me.
Abdulla’s exhibit at
B eth Israel Congregation
closes Thursday, Oct. 23.
If you missed it, check out
his work on his website:
www.kifahabdulla.com.

Are you interested in the arts on Colby’s campus? Are you already engaged in the arts at Colby? Do you
support student journalism?
Consider writing for the Echo’s Arts and Entertainment section.
For more information, contact Co-Editor in Chief Caitlin Rogers at ckrogers@colby.edu

Crafting boredom away with Colby Craft Club
By Sarah Warner
A&E Reporter

After a week of classes,
studying, and homework,
going out on Saturday
night is the perfect way
to end the week for some
Colby students. Yet, for
students who don’t or can’t
drink, there aren’t always
many other options for
having fun and de-stressing, so Elise Atkinson ’21
and Stephanie Fawell ’21
decided to create one.
This year, they started the
Colby Craft Club, a casual
club where students can
meet up to make crafts
and relax.
Despite only recently
becoming an official club,
the creation of Colby Craft
Club began last JanPlan.
Atkinson was on the swim
team and was required to
be dry for all of January,
so instead of going out,
she started making crafts.
“I’ve always liked making crafts, so I started
hosting craft nights in my
room for the swim team
and for my floor,” Atkinson said in an interview
with the Echo. “It was a
fun alternative [to going
out] where people could
just come and hang out
and do crafts and talk.
Then enough people started coming that I couldn’t
fund it anymore, so then I
decided to try and make it
a club.”
According to Fawell,

there was some trouble
with making the club official. The process they
had to go through with
the Student Government
Association (SGA) was
confusing, and there were
a lot of stressful moments.
Luckily, they were able to

“It doesn’t really matter what
you’re making.
It’s just a laid
back, low-key
place where
you can get to
know people.”
Elise Atkinson ‘21
Co-Founder of Craft Club

get it approved on time.
“We literally got our
budget approved the night
before we had to host our
meeting,” Fawell said. “We
had to wait for that before
we could send anything
out or get set up, so that
was a little crazy. But I

think it’s all looking up
from here.”
The Colby Craft Club
makes all kinds of different crafts, from shelves
made of popsicle sticks
to friendship bracelets.
They’re planning on introducing some more
complicated crafts too,
like making soap, candles
and even terrariums.
“It’s really nice to have
something you can take
away with you,” Fawell
claimed. “Like the friendship bracelets we made in
our first meeting. I didn’t
finish mine, but it’s really
nice to have it in my room
and keep working on it as
a stress reliever.”
Atkinson echoed these
sentiments, calling the club
a great way to just “chill
out.” She also emphasized
that the community is one
of its best aspects.
“It doesn’t really matter
what you’re making. It’s just
a laid back, low-key place
where you can get to know
people. It’s not a pressured
environment. It’s a casual,
getting-to-know-you kind
of thing. It’s really great,”
Atkinson said.
Atkinson and Fawell are
also planning on collaborating with other clubs as
well as the Waterville community. They specifically
want to work with the Alfond Youth Center and
WatervilleCreates! to host
events that would draw in
both Colby students and

Emily Ambeilotis ‘20
From left to right Stephanie Fawell ’21, Emily Ambeilotis ‘20, and Elise Atkinson ’21 at the the very
first Colby Craft Club Meeting.

Waterville residents.
“First, we are going to
establish ourselves on campus, then in the Waterville
community,” Fawell said.

“That’s the ultimate goal.”
The Colby Craft Club
currently meets on Thursdays from 9-10 p.m. The
location of the meetings

changes, so if you want to
attend this week’s meeting,
be sure to keep up with
them on their Instagram
@colbycraftclub.

Opinions
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Reasons to get off the Hill and VOTE!
By Lily Herrmann

Contributing Writer
A healthy democracy
thrives on competition.
Competition between candidates for votes creates
an environment in which
the best ideas can thrive.
A healthy democracy also
needs well-informed and
active citizens. Ask yourself this: Do Colby students fit in this category?
In 2016, only about 47.9%
of Colby students registered
to vote in Waterville actually cast a ballot. 47.9%.
This pales in comparison
to Bowdoin, where about
62.0% students registered
to vote in Brunswick cast
their ballots. While these
numbers do not account for
Colby students who were
registered to vote outside of
Waterville, they do invoke a
variety of questions regarding Colby students’ level of
electoral engagement.
Electoral
engagement

is not limited to voting.
Not everyone living in the
United States has the right
to vote, including many
Colby students. There are
many ways to be involved
in the electoral process.
Students can watch candidate debates, reach out to
folks running for office to
influence their platforms,
volunteer on campaigns,
or attend local government meetings.
However, the individuals that do have the right
to vote need to be showing
up. They need to register
to vote, they need to cast
a ballot, and they need to
choose who will represent
them in local, state, and
national government.
What happened to the
52.1% of students who
didn’t cast a ballot? Voting
is a learned behavior. Individuals who make voting a part of their identity
and routine are more likely to be regular voters in

the future. Colby students
need to start now.
We are members of the
Rising American Electorate. The Rising American
Electorate
(millennials,

In Maine, you
can register to
vote in person
all the way up
to Election
day. You can
even register
at the polls!
unmarried women, and
non-white voters) make
up over half of the eligible

voting population in the
United States. However,
we do not register to vote
or turn out in proportion
nearly close to our share
of the population. We can
change that now. Here is
information you need to
vote in Maine for the November Midterms:
In Maine, you can register to vote in person all
the way up until Election
Day. You can even register
at the polls!
In order to register you
must be a U.S. citizen aged
18 by Nov. 6, 2018. Bring a
Maine ID (if applicable) or
know the last four digits of
your social security number.
College students have the
right to register and vote in
their college’s municipality.
You may vote early in
person by absentee at the
Waterville Town Office (1
Common Street) up until
the Thursday before Election Day. You can also request an absentee ballot

online, in person, or by
phone and turn it in by
8p.m. on Nov. 6. We encourage you to vote early
by absentee in order to
ensure that your ballot is

Election day
is Nov. 6 at
Thomas College from 8
a.m.- 8 p.m.

cast no matter what comes
up on Election Day.
Election Day is Nov. 6
and all Water ville voters

vote at the Thomas College Field House from
8a.m.-8p.m. Colby will
provide free shuttles to
the polls.
Voting is a way to ensure
that we, as young people,
make sure that our fundamental human rights
are protected for the betterment of our futures.
By voting, we have a say
in choosing who we want
to represent us from local
government to Washington
D.C. Whether you choose
to be vocal about it or not,
politics matter to you and
influence your life in some
capacity. Voting is one of
the best and easiest ways to
fight for what you believe
in. I encourage you all to
get engaged this election
season and help protect
our futures, be it for yourself or for those most vulnerable amongst us. Take
action and make Maine’s
and our nation’s futures
better for all of us.

Audien and Snakehips get HOT TAKE: Miller
Colby campus groovin’ Tower should be digital
By Rose Sullivan

Contributing Writer
Hundreds
of
college
and high school students
covered in sweat and glitter convened in the Colby
gymnasium for the College’s annual fall concert
this past Saturday.
The doors opened at 8
p.m. to many waiting in
anticipation for the strobe
lights and heavy bass that
followed. The opening act
was Audien, an American
DJ popular with SoundCloud users. Audien’s most
well-known song on this
campus is his remix of
“Kill the Lights” by Alex
Newell and Jess Glynne,
featuring Nile Rodgers.
The remix turns a new age
disco track into an electro
house anthem.
Audien featured a lot of
heavy electronic music with
a pop music twist, allowing
a fair amount of head-banging and intense dancing.
Around 10 p.m. Snakehips, the headliner, took
the stage. The group is
made up of Oliver Lee and
James Carter, British electro-pop connoisseurs. For
the past three years, Snakehips’ biggest song has been
“All My Friends” ft. Tinashe
and Chance the Rapper.

The song’s catchy chorus
rang from every corner of
the gym: “all my friends are
wasted, and I hate this club,
and I drink too much,” a
message that seemed to hit
close to home for many of
the attendees.
That being said, many of
the concert-goers had great
things to say. Natalie Guarino ’21 said, “The concert
was full of excitement, and

“What a blast!
...I absolutely
cut a rug dancing!”
Olivia Silverman ‘19
Good Human
many seemed to enjoy the
music by both Audien and
Snakehips. Audien was a
great opener, starting the
concert off with some remixes of popular songs that
everyone could dance and
sing along to. The crowd
went crazy when he played
these fan favorites, and
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overall it was a great way to
get pumped up for the main
act, Snakehips.”
Olivia Silverman ’19
agreed, saying, “What a
blast! The music was amazing, but the company of
Colby students was even
better! I absolutely cut a
rug dancing as well!”
Snakehips had a “more
chill” vibe to their mixes
compared to Audien, so
students were able to dance
as if they were at a party in
the senior apartments.
The dancing queen of the
night, Charlie Gomprech
’20, expressed similar sentiments: “Audien and Snakehips were both the types of
performances that provoked
a lot of dancing which is always so fun to experience
with all my friends (pun
intended). I was excited to
hear both groups’ renditions
of songs that I already knew
and liked.”
While a number of students were disappointed in
the price of the concert, as
in past years the fall concert
has been free, attendance
was still relatively high, with
over 900 attendees.
At the end of the night,
the crowd was content
and ready to carr y on the
festivities to various other hot spots on the Hill.
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By Sonia Lachter

community, I have come
to the conclusion that this
change must be made. This
According to a recent
transition would allow all
study conducted by me
students, faculty, staff,
just now, the average Colby
and visitors to read the
student looks at Miller Litime on the clock tower
brary’s clock tower approxwith the ease of checking
imately 2,926 times during
the time on their phones.
their Colby career. A breakAdditionally, it would
down of the reason behind
greatly increase the use
each glance at the timeof the clock tower’s timekeeper
which
keeping
dominates Colservices
by’s skyline, and
at night,
arguably
the
as a digiskyline of the
tal clock
entirety of the
would be
state of Maine,
displayed
reveals that exon a luactly 2,925 of
m i n e s c e nt
these glances are
screen.
for purely aesMiller
thetic purposes
L i b r a r y ’s
and
precisely
clock towone is made
er
holds
with the intent
an underof telling the
lying symtime displayed
bolic sigby the tower’s
nificance
traditional anato
our
log clock.
commuThis finding
nity as a
may be shocktestament
ing to read, but
to this inupon
further
s t i t u t i o n’s
analysis, I behigh calilieve that any
ber. Thouperson who has
sands inhad the priviCourtesy of Colby College cline their
lege of laying This HOT TAKE wants the classic clock to be made digital. Do you agree? c h i n s
their eyes upon
countless
the clock tower
times
a
can understand the causes tional analog clock that day in acknowledgment
and implications of the currently graces the face of the majesty of this
data. Miller’s tower is inar- of the clock tower with monument. It is a shame
guably beautiful, serving a digital clock interface. that this mark of Colby’s
as the symbol of Colby’s The art of reading an ana- greatness is not being
campus on many admis- log clock is quickly be- regularly utilized for its
sions brochures, gracing coming obsolete. I do not intended function. Colby
the presence of a stagger- make this proposition to must make this issue right
ing number of students’ abandon our analog clock if it wishes to continue
Instagram feeds, and serv- in order to discount the claiming to be a top-tier
ing as the centerpiece of significance of the ana- institute of higher educamore t-shirts than can be log clock in the rest of tion. Our campus must be
properly accounted for. society. Among my most dominated by a piece of
The beauty of the clock prized possessions are my architecture that is both
tower is simultaneously its two analog watches that I beautiful and practical.
claim to fame and its fatal wear and utilize every day The answer to Colby’s
flaw. Nobody tilts their (thanks Grandma).
next step towards greathead up towards the tower
However, as a citizen ness is self-evident: inwhile crossing the Colby of the 21st centur y and stalling a digital clock on
Green with the intent of a critical obser ver of our Miller tower.
News Reporter

reading the time. They are
simply too distracted by
the vision of the tower to
use it for its actual purpose. I believe that this is
a serious issue that must
be addressed in the most
timely of fashions by the
administration.
The situation can be
easily rectified by a simple switch of the tradi-

Take of Self (Part One)
Once up on a t ime s at a l itt l e g irl. Her ga z e f ixe d, watch ing as t he y yel l, hands
f rozen ab ove legos and her incompl ete hous e. Stop f ig ht ing , she s ay s . Oh hone y,
c a lm dow n. Just a f ig ht, t he y ’ l l fa d e away.
Her f irst memor y – G one, as D ivorce s nap s its f ingers . To o you ng , l itt l e one –
j oint c usto dy w i l l b e e as y.
Told in honest , dis cou rs e fol l owe d su it. By eig ht she ha d t h re e – a d apt at ion
was ke y. Yet by 10 nor ma l it y s et in. B a ck to t wo, one st i l l ne w – But mom my, I
want to live w it h you. She w h ines and cr ies – Shou l d she c ut a l l t ies ? B aby I d o
love you… you lie.
At 13 she op ene d her e yes , w id e as t r ut h re ve a ls – In d ark ness and l ig ht we
bir t he d you in plig ht – I’ l l a lway s b e b etter t han you…as if.
Er rat ic, neg le c t f u l, d ir t y ab o d e – s e em ing ly p er fe c t, outs id e of home. G o ins ide, he ar a s que a l u nfol d – Stop gang ing up…She’s you r s ister…Eyes rol l – But
t wo ma ke a p air.
A w ish or a fe ar – u n k now n at t he t ime – she awoke one mor ning on ly to
f ind… a s ister ab andone d – tot a l ly l ef t b eh ind.
							(To b e cont inu e d…)
									y aw n

Students on the Street
In which Princeton Review category would you place Colby?

“Most beautiful campus.”
-Henry Olivia ’19

“Most revenue from parking tickets
and best security officers.”
-Amy Tournas ’19 & Sean Holly ’21

“Best student news paper.”
-Jackie Hang ’19

“Worst Parking Ban.”
-Will Pepi ’20

Sports
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Ultimate Frisbee opening tournament provides experience for new players
By Kevin Ahn

Sports Reporter
“Electric” was the word
used by Alan Leggett ’20 to
describe the overall feeling
of this past weekend’s Ultimate Frisbee tournament.
The tournament, dubbed
Lobster Pot, marked the
first official USA Ultimate
tournament of the semester
for Club Frisbee. The club
brought two teams, one for
the men’s tournament and
one for the women’s. The
men’s team competed in
the middle of three tiers,
while the women played in
the lower of two tiers in the
tournament. The women
placed fifth overall in the

tournament, and the men
placed seventh out of 15.
While neither team came
in first in the tournament,
the leadership of the club
still felt that it was a great
opportunity for the newer
players to get some exposure playing in a competitive setting.
“This was the first USAU
sanctioned tournament of
the year and with a lot of
last year’s A-side [starting
team] abroad, this tournament was really about getting younger players some
experience playing bigger
roles on the team,” Co-captain Bennett Allen ’20 said.
“On Saturday, it was really awesome to see a major

Devastator of
the Week

amount of growth with our
defensive schemes as well
as comfortability and improvement in our offensive
patience and consistency.”
Allen went on to note how
the team performed quite
well on the first day of the
tournament, winning three
of their four games played.
The big game for the men
on Saturday was Amherst,
and it was noted as the
“marque win of the tournament” by Allen due to the
fact that last spring, Amherst eliminated Colby in
the playoff tournament for
nationals. The one loss on
Saturday came from a club
team called Neap Tide, who
then went on to the finals.

Walter Thilly ’21
Sport:
Football
Position:
Kicker
Hometown:
Winchester, MA
Why:
Thilly was named NESCAC Special Teams
Player of the Week after kicking the gamewinning field goal
against Hamilton.

3

Number of field goals
Thilly made against
Hamilton
Courtesy of Colby Athletics

However, after a successful
first day for the men, they
suffered several injuries that
both posed new challenges
and offered opportunities.
“On Sunday, we suffered
from a few key injuries that
gave even more opportunities for the younger players
to grow,” Allen said. “We
were knocked out of championship contention in a
close game with Bates that
really boiled down to the
wind being the determining factor for Bates winning.
They were able to score a
key upwind goal that gave
them the lead.”
Colby Ultimate lost to
both Bates and Bowdoin—
who made it to the quarter

finals of nationals last year—
before finally earning a win
against Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute to claim seventh place and an overall
record of 4-3.
The women’s team ended
the tournament with a respectable 4-3 record. The first
day of play for the women
started off against Smith College, where they secured a
8-5 victory. They then moved
on to play Hartford College
where, again, they earned another win 9-7. The women lost
their next three games before
finishing up the tournament
with wins against both Clark
and Bentley college to earn a
fifth place finish.
Scores aside, the women’s

team also viewed this tournament as an opportunity
for growth.
“Lobster Pot went pretty
well,” Veronica Jones ’20
said. “It was a great learning
experience for all of our new
players and gave our more
experienced players the opportunity to show their leadership. It was pretty windy
both days which makes
throwing light pieces of
plastic a tad tough, but there
was some awesome ultimate
play overall.”
The ultimate frisbee team
has this weekend off but will
compete in Mixed Regionals
the first weekend of November at the Oxbow Marina in
Northampton, MA.

The Echo had the chance to sit
down with Thlley to discuss his
game-winning performance.

few warm-up kicks and staying quiet the whole time Again,
just putting all my focus towards imagining the ball being
hit perfectly.

thoughts on your upcoming game against Bates?

Colby Echo (Echo): You kicked
the game-winning field goal
on Saturday. Can you walk us
through that moment?
Walter Thilly (WT): With
about 10 minutes to go in the
game I knew it was going to
come down to a game-winning
field goal. I stepped aside from
everyone else on the sidelines at
that point and took the time to
prepare myself mentally. I kept
telling myself I would make the
kick and never let the thought
of missing it enter my mind.
I knew I would psych myself
out if I put the idea of becoming the most hated player on
campus if the kick was missed.
The time came to make the final field goal and I strolled out,
staying as calm as possible. As
Hamilton called both timeouts
I again just repeated to myself
“ball, ball” in order to stay focused on my one job. When I
hit that ball I knew right away
it was going in, and boy oh boy
was that a good feeling.
Echo: Do you have a typical
routine you go through when
you kick?
WT: My routine is pretty boring leading up to a kick. Just a

Echo: What has it been like
for you since the game ended?
WT: Since the game ended I’ve
become confused around how
to handle this kind of attention,
honestly. I did my job, not perfectly, in the game and all my
teammates did their jobs just
as well if not better. My teammates are the reason we won
the game, they all did their jobs
and so did I. We’ve set a new
bar for Colby Football, and I’m
proud of my teammates for setting that bar so we can continue
to raise it.
Echo: What is your favorite part
of being on the football team?
WT: My favorite part about being on the football team is the
camaraderie. It’s simple, guys
go at each other and sometimes even get into a scuffle in
practice. An hour later when
we walk into the locker room
those same guys are laughing
back and forth with each other.
Watching lifelong friendships
form and participating in them
is truly something special.
Echo:

What

are

your

WT: As a kicker, my
knowledge on the game
isn’t too extensive. I know
this about the game against
Bates though: it’s going to
be tough. Bates is fighting
for the feeling we got a taste
of last Saturday, and it’s a
damn good feeling. There
isn’t another group of guys
I trustmore to get the job
done than my teammates
this weekend, and I’ve never been so excited to follow
them into battle.
Echo: Anything else you
want to say?
WT: In a broad outlook
of things, I’ve started preparing myself for when
I might not make that
game-winning kick. My
routine and process will
go through as always, but
being a kicker requires accepting being the “guy who
lost the game.” This weekend was obviously the opposite, but those bad days
are not for certain out of
the future. I know when
that day comes, however,
that my teammates will
be there to pick my head
up when it most certainly
goes down.
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Want to advertise with
the Echo? Contact Business Manager Kevin Ahn
at kwahn20@colby.edu
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Damon’s Discount Beverages
(Formerly Joka’s)

WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228

52 Front Street, Waterville, ME

Damon’s Specials
Natural Light (18 pack) $15.59 + Tax
Geaghans Brothers (6 pack)
$8.69 + Tax
Becks (12 pack) $13.49 + Tax
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Weekend recap with the Mules Senior Spotlight
By Ethan Beatty

Football snatches its first
win with game-winning kick

ing games of the weekend
was the Colby vs. Hamilton football game. Thanks
to a team effort and sophomore Walter Thilly’s superb kicking, the Colby
football team was able to
celebrate their first victor y this year. Thilly nailed
three field goals of over
30 yards and converted
two extra point attempts
to lead the Mules to a
two-point victor y over
Hamilton. His last field
goal came with just 13.3
seconds left on the clock
in the fourth quarter
from 34 yards to win the
game, sparking intense
emotions throughout the
team and fans.
For his effort, Thilly
was named the NESCAC
Special Teams Player of
the Week.
The defense also made
many important stops that
led to this victory, while
the Colby offense drove
up the field and was able
to put Thilly within field
goal distance.
The football team will
travel to Bates to take on
the 0-6 Bobcats, Saturday,
Oct. 27 at 1 p.m.

One of the most excit-

Field Hockey defense shuts

Contributing Writer
Women’s Rugby soars over
River Hawks
Colby College had a
great weekend regarding
athletics, with wins from
multiple teams. Kicking off
the weekend on Saturday,
the women’s rugby team
had a dominating win over
UMass Lowell 95-7. Team
captain Ella Madi ’19 led
the scoring with an incredible five tries. Anna Braverman ’19, Catherine Biegel
’21, and Alison Douma
’20 all contributed to the
score with an impressive
two tries apiece, while Emily Ambeliotis ’20, Amanda Deming ’20, and Sally
Burke ’21 each got a try of
their own. Helen Sears ’20
kicked for conversions.
This commanding victory for the women’s rugby
team was a true team effort
and will set the tone for the
rest of the team’s season,
as they take on Roger Williams University.

out Hamilton in 1-0 win
Colby’s field hockey
team also had an impressive weekend, with two
victories. In a stellar game
of defenses, Colby beat
the 13th ranked Hamilton
1-0. Riley Whitmyer ’19
stopped 11 shots on goal
while Georgia Cassidy ’20
scored the only goal of the
game with just over eight
minutes remaining.
The Colby field hockey
team also defeated the
University of New England 2-0 this weekend,
cementing their season as
undefeated in non-league
games, an impressive statistic for any team.
Volleyball dominates USM
The Colby volleyball
team also had a decisive
victory this weekend over
the University of Southern
Maine (USM). Colby swept
three sets, not allowing
USM to win any.
“There’s always improvements to be made, but we
have continued to move in
the right direction as a team
every week,” said Captain
Nicole Petherbridge ’20
Volleyball’s next home

games will be this Friday
and Saturday against Trinity
and Amherst, respectively.
Women’s Soccer keeps playoff hopes alive with Senior
Day win
The Colby women’s soccer team had a thrilling
3-2 victory over Hamilton
this past Saturday, keeping
their playoff hopes alive.
Katie Senechal ’19 scored
two of the three goals.
Hannah Brozdowski ’19
also played an important
role in the game, tying the
game at 1-1 right before
halftime. Senechal then
scored one minute into the
second half to give Colby
the lead before Hamilton
tied the game. The gamewinner also came from
Senechal with only three
minutes left in the game.
Goalkeeper
Shannon
Gray ’21 finished the game
with an impressive seven
saves to help Colby win.
This win puts the Colby women’s soccer team
in a position to snatch a
playoff spot in their final game against Bates on
Tuesday, Oct. 23. For updated information, check
the Echo website.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
This week the Echo sat down with Women’s
Soccer player Catherine Fraser ’19 as she reflects on her senior season. Fraser leads the
Mules this season in goals.

By John Steenrod
Staff Writer

Colby Echo (Echo): How does it feel that your
time at Colby is coming to an end?
Catherine Fraser (CF): It’s crazy. It’s flown by.
It’s been a crazy four years. I can’t believe I’m already a senior. It’s a lot of work and a lot of time
that’s been put in, but seeing the program grow
has been really fun. We got a new coach my
sophomore year so it’s been fun to be here for
her first few seasons and her first few recruiting
classes and it’s exciting to see how the team’s
shaping up and where it’s going.
Echo: You’ve had a great season, leading your
team in goals. How has your approach to this
season been different from previous years?
CF: It’s funny because I was abroad last spring, so
it was different to not have an offseason on
campus, but I think that was pretty motivating to
make sure I was in shape and working hard
for the season. I think it’s been nice with our
new coach because there’s been more emphasis
on offseason training and practicing together in
the offseason which has been really helpful.
We’ve had pretty good team chemistry in the
field, so it’s been a good season that way.
Echo: What is your favorite memory from the
past four years?

Courtesy of Colby College
Georgia Cassidy ’20 earned the game-winning goal against Hamilton this Saturday with just eight minutes on the clock. It was her twelth goal of the season.

Courtesy of Women’s Rugby Facebook Page
Women’s Rugby dominated UMass Lowell this past Saturday with a final score
of 95-7. Ella Madi ’19 earned the most points for Colby in their match up.

CF: Honestly, we just had a game this past
Saturday and we beat Hamilton 3-2. We haven’t
beaten Hamilton in a long time, and one of
my good friends Katie Senechal [’19] had two
header goals, which were her first two NESCAC
goals ever, and one was in the last five minutes
of the game to win it, which was huge, and now
we can probably qualify for the playoffs. It was
just an insane game and we played really well
together, which was exciting because our chemistry on the field has been great this year, which
has been fun.
Echo: Can you reflect on how the team has
grown during your time here?

Courtesy of Colby College
Donald Vivian ’19 helped the Mules come away from their game against
Hamilton victorious with five overall tackles last Saturday.

Courtesy of Colby College
Elizabeth Middlebrook ’21 had a strong weekend, earning the Mules 18
points between their two games. She also had 14 kills overall.

CF: I’d say we have a really good team bond.
Everyone gets along really well, and there isn’t a
hierarchy of class years, which is nice. The fresh
men are very comfortable on the team, and we
are pretty close with them, which didn’t always
used to be the case. I also think just playingwise we’ve gotten really good at knowing how
to play with each other, which is huge in soccer,
and we have a lot of really great players, so it’s
been fun to win games. I feel like we have really
good team chemistry on the field and off the
field, and that wasn’t always there when I was
younger.
Echo: What do you want your or your senior
class’ legacy to be for Colby soccer?
CF: Hopefully we will be a class that helped
turn around the program from a losing team.
We were involved in the recruiting process for
the new coach, and it would be great to leave
a legacy as the first team to qualify for the play
offs and set the program up for an upward turn.
I think there’s a lot of great potential in the future
and we’ve had a good season so far, so it’s exciting. Hopefully, we will leave that mark.
Echo: Any other thoughts on the future of the
team?

Courtesy of Colby College
Sara Loftsrom ’21 has been a force for the Mules in her sophomore season. She is third on the team in scoring with three goals and three assists.

Top Ranked Men’s Rugby Wins Again
By Ed Powell
Staff Writer

The Colby men’s rugby
team, which is currently
ranked first in the National
Small College Rugby Organization rankings, defeated
the University of Maine at
Orono (UMO) Black Bears
on Saturday afternoon.
The Mules started the
game off strong with a try
from Club President Ben
Shapiro ’20 and a successful kick from Lucas Graham
’19, making the score 7-0.
The Black Bears were able
to respond with a try soon
after but were unable to tie
the game up as their kicker
missed wide left, bringing the
score to 7-5 Mules. The second try for the Mules came
from JC Magnotto ’20, who
exploited a hole in the UMO
defense and ran the ball al-

most the full length of the
field into the try zone.
After another successful
kick from Graham, the score
was 14-5 Mules. Colby followed up with another try,
this time from team captain
Sam Swain ’19, but Graham
narrowly missed the kick.
Colby ended the first half
with more tries from Drew
Ladner ’19, Nate Jester ’19,
and Aidan Cyr ’20, making
the score an impressive 40-5
in favor of the Mules.
The second half started
off well for the Mules with
another try from Cyr, after
a skillful pass from Graham,
bringing the score to 47-5.
The Bears were then able
to respond and gain some
momentum with a try and
successful kick, making the
score 47-12.
Orono kept the momentum
going with their physicality

and were able to run through
the Mules into the try zone.
However, their kicker was
not as skilled as Graham and
missed the conversion.
The Mules were able to end
this run for the Bears by way
of an interception and consequent run into the try zone
by Cyr, making the score 5417 Mules.
The final scoring plays were
made by the Bears, who were
able to sneak into the try zone
despite initially being held
off near the try zone through
good defensive maneuvering from the Mules. Though
the final score was 54-31, the
score was not indicative of
Colby’s dominance throughout most of the game.
Standout Cyr noted that the
game was a team effort.
“Once again our forwards
stepped up big time on defense, and our offense was

looking as good as it has all
season,” he said. “It was a
great team win against our
strongest opponent so far.”
With the win, the men’s
rugby team has now clinched
a playoff berth for the third
straight season. Swain noted
how this win will help the
team as they look forward to
the postseason.
“We prepared hard for a
physical match against Orono, and we got the job done,”
he said. “This game was a test
before we go onto Farmington
next week, who will be strong
and skilled. I’m proud of the
boys and we’re excited to keep
rolling towards playoffs.”
The Mules look to finish their regular season
off with a win against the
University of Maine at
Farmington on Saturday,
potentially finishing their
regular season undefeated.

CF: I hope that the team in the future is an
NCAA tournament qualifying team. Making
the playoffs would be huge, and maybe winning
the playoffs in the future would be really cool.
Just being towards the top of the standing and
beating both Bates and Bowdoin would be cool.
I think it’s definitely a possibility for Colby in the
future to be at the top of the NESCAC standing,
especially with the new recruiting classes that
are going to come and the new athletic center.
Echo: Any final thoughts or reflections on your
time here?
CF: My biggest thing is just that this season has
been really different from those in the past. I
think the team chemistry is great and we’ve
learned to play together really well. I think our
coach has been great at pushing us in the offseason and during the season. It’s exciting to see
how we’ve grown in this season, and I think
there are going to be a lot of exciting things
down the road for the younger girls who are
coming up the chain.

Be sure to check the
Colby Athletics website for weekly game
schedule and score
updates!

